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(Wait-my-code’s-compilingitis!) 
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Drowsiness 



Loss of Focus 



Sudden Aging 
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There is Hope 



Current Build Languages 



Modern Build Environment 



Old Solution Doesn’t Fit 



MakeDis Does 



Header Block 
•  Modularization of MakeDis files 
•  Declaration of Variables 
•  Definition of Build Settings 

Network Block 
•  Describes resources that may be available 

 during build 

Target Block 
•  Breaks build into unit parts 
•  Designates inter-unit dependencies 
•  Provides instructions for constructing each unit 

MakeDis Source File 



Header Block 
•  Modularization of MakeDis files 
•  Declaration of Variables 
•  Definition of Build Settings 

## hw08-cs3157.mdis 
## authored by the MakeDis team 
 
include my_network.mdis 
include mytest_suite.mdis 

gccv = "gcc-4.1.3" 
cflags = "-Wall" 
 
global_vars { 
    all_err_to_console=true 
} 
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Global Variables 



Header Block 
•  Modularization of MakeDis files 
•  Declaration of Variables 
•  Definition of Build Settings 
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Build Settings 



Network Block 
•  Describes resources that may be available 

 during build 

network { 
    drone riga { 
            access_id ssh("sdp2128@riga") 
          } 
    drone zagreb { 
            access_id ssh("sdp2128@zagreb") 
          } 
} 
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Resources 



Target Block 
•  Breaks build into unit parts 
•  Designates inter-unit dependencies 
•  Provides instructions for constructing each unit 

target list_tester_exec { ... } 
 
target list_tester.o { ... } 
 
target lib_linked_list.a { ... } 
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Targets 



Target Block 
•  Breaks build into unit parts 
•  Designates inter-unit dependencies 
•  Provides instructions for constructing each unit 

target list_tester_exec { 
    

  depend { 
        t: list_tester_obj_file.o 
        t: linked_list.a 
        } 

 . 
 . 
 . 

} 

Dependencies 



Target Block 
•  Breaks build into unit parts 
•  Designates inter-unit dependencies 
•  Provides instructions for constructing each unit 

target list_tester_exec { 
 . . . 

         
    recipe { 
        run_shell_command("gcc !(CFLAGS) -o list_tester_exec 

   list_tester.o -l list_tester") 
        } 
 

 . . .  
} 

Recipes 



Header Block 
•  Modularization of MakeDis files 
•  Declaration of Variables 
•  Definition of Build Settings 

Network Block 
•  Describes resources that may be available 

 during build 

Target Block 
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MakeDis Source File 



The JIT Compiler 



Utility Architecture 



Building FFmpeg 

FFmpeg is a complete, cross-platform solution to record,  
convert and stream audio and video. 



Future Ambitions 



Technologies Used 



Lessons Learned 

    Start Early 
 
 
 

       
Iterate 



Lessons Learned 

Automate 
 
 
 

   Communicate 



Talk to your Doctor 


